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An Empirical Measure of Element
Contribution in Neural Networks

Brenda Mak and Robert W. Blanning

Abstract—A frequent complaint about neural net models is that they
fail to explain their results in any useful way. The problem is not a
lack of information, but an abundance of information that is difficult to
interpret. When trained, neural nets will provide a predicted output for a
posited input, and they can provide additional information in the form of
interelement connection strengths. But this latter information is of little
use to analysts and managers who wish to interpret the results they have
been given. In this paper, we develop a measure of the relative importance
of the various input elements and hidden layer elements, and we use this
to interpret the contribution of these components to the outputs of the
neural net.

Index Terms—Clustering methods, hidden element contribution, input
element contribution, measurement index, neural network architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the past few years, a growing number of researchers and
practitioners have been applying neural networks to analysis and
decision support for problems in business, engineering, medicine,
communications, and other areas [22], [34], [36]. A limitation of these
systems is that they provide no explanation as to why a particular
conclusion is reached [13], [35], [39]. In other words, neural nets may
give accurate predictions of future events or recommend decisions
that turn out to be reasonable, but they cannot explain how they
arrived at the results or why they should be trusted.

Many users find this disconcerting, especially since other decision
support tools have at least some explanatory capability. Causal
decision models, such as mathematical programming models and
simulations, can provide information describing the consequences of
a change in a proposed parameter, and certain intelligent systems
can call on their internal symbolic structures to explain the chain of
reasoning that led to a particular conclusion.

Several attempts have been made to provide the same functionality
in neural nets. Measures of the relative importance [13] or relative
strength [39] of inputs to the net have been developed. If the
connection strengths associated with a particular input and output
are large relative to the other weights, these measures report a high
degree of importance or strength. Attempts have also been made
to assign meanings to the processing elements in the hidden layers,
although this is far more difficult [37].

Our purpose is to extend this type of analysis in the context of a
neural net model of new product entry decisions. Section II reviews
the studies on neural networks and the existing relative importance
measures for neural net inputs. In Section III, we introduce a measure
that approximates the rate of change of the output of the net with
respect to its input, and a disaggregation of this measure to interpret
the contribution of the hidden layer elements. In Section IV, we
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apply the methods discussed in Sections II and III to an important
management problem—the introduction of new products.

II. NEURAL NET MODELS AND CONTRIBUTION MEASURES

Consider a neural network with one hidden layer of elements, with
I input elements,J elements in the hidden layer, andK output
elements. The inputsxi; i = 1 � � � I are entered into the network. Each
hidden layer element transfers a weighted sumyj = �i=1 wjixi+�j
into zj , wherezj = 1=(1 + exp(�yj)). Thewji are the connection
strengths between the input and the hidden layer and�j is a bias. At
the output layerk = 1 � � �K, the weighted sumsuk = �j=1 vjkzj+
�k are then transformed intosk = 1=(1 + exp(�uk)). The vjk are
the connection strengths between the hidden layer elements and the
output layer, and�k is a bias. The final binary outputck is one ifsk
is above a threshold value, otherwise it is zero. The hidden layers are
used to model the nonlinearities in the relationship between inputs and
output [20]. For simple continuous functions, one hidden layer with a
sufficient number of elements may be appropriate [10], [18], but for
more complicated cases, two or more hidden layers may be required
[9]. The neural net method is more robust and has better predictive
accuracy than classical statistical methods, such as discriminant and
logit analysis, in bond rating prediction and classification [12], [36],
mortgage underwriting judgments [8], corporate failure prediction
[27], and bank bankruptcy prediction [35].

Neural nets are often trained using a backpropagation algorithm
[29], which is simple and easy to compute [25]. It often converges
rapidly to a local minimum [16], [22], but it may not find a global
minimum and in some cases may not converge at all [14], [17].
To overcome this problem, a momentum term is often added to the
minimization function [7], [29] and a variable learning rate is applied
[38].

Neural networks have been criticized for their lack of explanatory
capability [35]. Unlike traditional statistical methods, it is difficult to
interpret the significance of the input variables and understand the
role played by the elements in the hidden layer. Various researchers
have attempted to identify the contribution of various components
of the network [15], [26], [32], [33], [36]. For example, Barlett [2]
used entropy to compute the Information Theoretic Interdependency
Analysis (ITIA) to measure the association between the input and
output of the net. In order to assess the contribution of the input
variables, Yoonet al. [39], [40] and Garson [13] have developed
measures based on thewji andvjk connection strengths when the net
stabilizes in training. For thekth output,ith input, andjth elements in
the hidden layer, the Yoonet al. measure of the relative contribution
of input i on outputk is

Conik =

J

j�1

wjivjk

I

i=1

J

j=1

wjivjk

: (1)

Garson’s method places more emphasis on the connection strengths
from the hidden layer to the output layer (i.e., thevjk), but it does not
measure the direction of influence (positive or negative). Garson’s
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measure is

Conik =

J

j=1

jwjikvjkj
I

i=1

jwjij

I

i=1

J

j=1

jwjikvjkj
I

i=1

jwjij

: (2)

Both of these measures incorporate certain rates of change of the
strengths of signals as they flow through the network. For example,
wji = �yi=�xi, that is, the partial derivatives of the inputs to the
hidden layer with respect to the inputs to the network. Similarly,
vjk = �uk=�zj , that is, the partial derivatives of the inputs to the
output layer with respect to the outputs of the hidden layer. But
neither method includes�zj=�yj , that is, the partial derivatives of
the output of the hidden layer elements with respect to the inputs
to the hidden layer elements. In other words, neither Yoonet al. nor
Garson addresses the rates of change across the hidden layer. We will
show how to do this and incorporate it into a more comprehensive
measure of contribution of network inputs to outputs.

III. N EW MEASURES FORCONTRIBUTION ANALYSIS

In this section, we develop a new measure for measuring the
contribution of the inputs to the output. This new measure takes into
consideration the contribution of the elements in the hidden layer.
In addition, we develop measures to assess the contribution of the
elements in the hidden layer and examine the clustering effect of the
elements in the hidden layer.

When we consider the contribution of the inputxi to the output
sk through the elements in the hidden layer, the overall contribution
measure as derived by the chain rule is

�sk
�xi

=

J

j=1

�sk
�uk

�
�uk
�zj

�
�zj
�yj

�
�yj
�xi

: (3)

Substituting for the derivatives in this expression, we obtain

�sk
�xi

= sk(1� sk)

J

j=1

vjkzj(1� zj)wji: (4)

However, eachzj(1 � zj), the rate of change of output of the
jth hidden element with respect to its input. We will call this�j .
To estimate�j , we will averagezj (1� zj) across the trials of the
training set. Ift = 1 � � �T denotes the trials andzjt is the value of
the jth hidden layer output during thetth trial, then

�j =
1

T

T

t=1

zjt(1� zjt): (5)

This type of simple approximation to a more complex model is
sometimes called a metamodel [1], [6] or a heuristic model [5].

In order to obtain a measure of the relative contribution of the
ith input to thekth output, we divide the partial derivative from (4)
by the sum of the absolute values of the partial derivatives for all
inputs. We will call this INCik for the input contribution, similar to
the CONik measures developed by Garson and Yoonet al. This results
in the following measure of relative contribution of input elementi
on output elementk:

INCik =

J

j=1

vjk�jwji

I

i=1

J

j=1

vjk�jwji

: (6)

TABLE I
DECISION VARIABLES AND VALUES

This is an enhancement of the Yoonet al. and Garson measures in
two respects. First, it considers the rate of change across the hidden
layer. Second, it can be disaggregated to measure the contribution
of each hidden layer elementj to the contribution of input element
i to output elementk. Thus, we disaggregate the input contribution
measure INCik to obtain the hidden layer contribution measure for
the jth hidden layer element, as follows:

HLCijk =
vjk�jwji

I

i=1

J

j=1

jvjk�jwjij

: (7)

We note that the sum of the hidden layer contribution measures is
the input contribution measure, that is, INCik = �J

j=1 HLCijk:
The HLCijk measures may be helpful in interpreting the contri-

bution of the hidden layer elements. If the HLCijk measures are
very large in absolute value for certain combinations of inputs and
outputs, that suggests that the hidden layer element is clustering those
inputs—and this may suggest an interpretation for the hidden layer
element. This will be illustrated in the example below.

IV. A PPLICATION TO THE NEW PRODUCT ENTRY DECISION

Many business organizations facing competitive pressure have to
reengineer their products for survival [30]. One of the important
decisions involved in the product reengineering issue is whether to
introduce a new product into the market [21]. A manager needs
to balance the costs and benefits involved in deciding whether
to introduce the product. A premature introduction may result in
loss of investment, but an unnecessary delay may result in missed
opportunities. Therefore, it would be useful to have a model for
new product entry. However, many contingency factors have to be
considered simultaneously and little historical data is available to
guide managers in analyzing these factors to make a decision. We
constructed a model using judgmental data obtained from 36 senior
MBA students who had an average work experience of four years
and were experienced in strategic marketing analysis. The seven
variables in Table I were used as a framework to elicit knowledge
from the experts. The details of the knowledge acquisition process
are described in [23] and [24].

We compared Yoonet al., Garson, and our measures with two
multivariate statistical techniques: logit regression [11] and discrimi-
nant analysis [19] and the ID3 pattern classification method [28]. We
note that a neural net with no hidden layer reduces to a discriminant
analysis [20]. In the neural net, the number of elements in the hidden
layer was varied to find the model with the minimum error [29], [38],
which occurred when there were three elements in the hidden layer.

Table II shows the coefficients of the models developed with
the logit regression method, the discriminant analysis method, and
entropy reduction with the ID3 method. For the logit model, the
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TABLE II
COEFFICIENTS OF RELATIVE IMPACT

dependent variable is the probability of choosing a Go strategy versus
a No-Go strategy, and the independent variables are the seven binary
input variables listed in Table I. As indicated by the size of the
regression coefficients,x3 (expected demand growth),x1 (position
of the firm), andx7 (cost of market development) have the highest
importance in affecting the choice of the Go strategy versus the
No-Go strategy. In the discriminant analysis case,x3 is the most
important discriminant variable, followed byx1 andx7. This matches
with the results from the logit analysis. For the ID3 method,x3 has the
highest entropy reduction and is the most important variable, followed
by x1; x4; andx7: Therefore, all three methods have identifiedx3 as
the most important variable, followed byx1.

Table II shows the relative contribution measures for the Yoonet
al. (1), Garson (2), and our new method (6). For all three neural
net measures,x1 has the highest contribution. For both our measure
and in Yoonet al.’s measure,x7 was second, whereas in Garson’s
method,x2 was second. Thus, the logit, discriminant analysis and ID3
methods identifyx3 as the most important variable, whereas the three
neural net methods all identifyx1 as the most important variable.

Although the reason for the differences are not clear, we should
note that logit and discriminant analysis are both multivariate sta-
tistical methods, and it is not surprising that they produce similar
results, whereas ID3 is a pattern classification method based on
entropy reduction. It is also not surprising that our method and
Yoon et al.’s method produce similar results since in both cases only
the denominators are normalized, whereas Garson normalizes both
numerator and denominator. On the other hand, the three neural net
measures provide quite different results from the other three methods,
possibly because of their nonlinearity and additional partitioning of
the input space by the hidden layer elements [31], [38].

We use the disaggregated HLCijk measure from (7) to determine
whether the hidden layer elements are identifying factors relating
the input to the output. The left half of Table III shows the HLCijk

measures for the neural net with three hidden layer elements and
their sum across the three-hidden-elements, which are the measures of
relative contribution derived in Section III. These may be interpreted
as follows.

• Major contributors to the first hidden layer elementy1 are x3

(positive contribution) andx4 (positive contribution). Thus, the
first hidden layer element makes its strongest contribution to
the Go decision when expected demand growth is high and
product lifecycle is long. These two variables collectively can
be interpreted as market attractiveness.

TABLE III
NEURAL NET IMPORTANCE LOADINGS AND FACTOR SCORES

• Major contributors to the second hidden layer elementy2 arex1

(positive contribution) andx2 (negative contribution). Thus, the
second hidden layer element makes its strongest contribution to
the Go decision when the firm is dominant in its industry but
is financially weak.

• Major contributors to the third hidden layer elementy3 arex2

(positive contribution) andx1 (negative contribution). This is
the reverse of the second hidden layer element; that is, the third
element makes its major contribution to the Go decision when
the firm is financially strong but not dominant in its industry.

• Effects of cannibalization(x6) and the cost of market devel-
opment (x7) are diffused throughout the three hidden layer
elements. Although their overall measure of relative contribution
is high, they did not have a major contribution on any single
hidden layer element.

This method provides a clustering of inputs across the hidden layer.
The first hidden layer element corresponds to two input elements (x3

andx4), which can be interpreted as market attractiveness. But the
other two hidden layer elements distinguish two instances in which
the companies offering the new product are either 1) dominant in
their industry but financially weak or 2) financially strong but not
dominant. Thus, the neural net is responding to both a distinctive
grouping of inputs that can be interpreted as market attractiveness
and a more subtle differentiation between two stereotypical firms—an
industry leader with limited financial resources and a resource-rich
firm entering a market in which it is not established. Financial
resources help the latter overcome entry barriers and pass gateways
to enter the market [4].
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Finally, we compared the clustering effect of the hidden layer
elements in the neural net with a factor analysis using principal com-
ponent extraction with varimax rotation [3]. Hidden layer elements
correspond to factors and the HLCijk measures correspond to factor
score coefficients. The right half of Table III shows the factor score
coefficients. The first factor, which may be interpreted as “market
attractiveness,” captures the contribution ofx3 (expected demand
growth) andx4 (product lifecycle); the second factor, which may
be interpreted as “competitive considerations,” captures the positive
contribution ofx1 (position of the firm) and the negative contribution
of x5 (diffusion rate across competitors); and the third factor, which
may be interpreted as cost issues, captures the positive contribution
of x2 (financial strength of the firm),x6 (cannibalization), andx7
(cost of market development). Factor analysis provides a different
clustering of inputs than the neural net method. The first factor is
similar to the first hidden layer element. However, instead of provid-
ing a subtle differentiation between two stereotypical firms, the other
two factors capture the contributions of competitive considerations
and cost issues. The difference might be due to the fact that factor
analysis is not a predictive technique; it does not consider the output
of the process, that is, the Go/No-Go decisions. Rather it clusters
the inputs into similar groups. The HLCijk measures, on the other
hand, are based on the relationships between inputs and outputs in a
predictive model, as mediated by the hidden layer elements. In other
words, the HLCijk measures are based not only on the inputs, but
on how the inputs affect the outputs.

V. CONCLUSION

We have developed a method for determining the relative con-
tribution of each input of a neural net on the output, and we have
applied this method to a neural net model of new product entry. Our
method differs from other neural net contribution measures in that
it considers all components of the network, including the elements
in the hidden layer, and it allows us to disaggregate the contribution
measures to determine the contributions of the elements in the hidden
layer. This may help us to interpret the contribution of each hidden
layer element and thus gain some insight into the reasoning process
modeled by the network.
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